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admit with sorrow that success has not wholly crowned its efforts. Many of our
Muslim and Sikh friends have strenuously opposed the solutions suggested and pas-
sions have been roused over mathematical figures and percentages. Logic and cold
reason are poor weapons to fight fear and distrust. Only faith and ^ generosity can
overcome them. I can only hope that the leaders of various communities will have
this faith and generosity in ample measure. What shall we gain for ourselves or for
our community if all of us are slaves in a slave country ? And what can we lose if
once we remove the shackles from India and can breathe the air of freedom ? Do we
want outsiders who are not of us and who have kept us in bondage to be the protec-
tors of our little rights and privileges, when they deny _us the very right to freedom !
No majority can crush a determined minority and no minority can be sufficiently pro-
tected by a little addition to its seats in a legi stature. Let us remember that in the
world to-day almost everywhere a very small minority holds wealth and power and
dominates over the great majority.
I have no love for bigotry and dogmatism in religion and I am glad that ^they are
weakening. Nor do I love communalism in any shape or form. I find it difficult
to appreciate why political or economic rights should depend on the membership
of a religious group or community. I can fully understand the right to freedom in
religion and the right to one's own culture, and in India specially, which has always
acknowledged and granted these rights, it should be no difficult matter to ensure
their continuance. We have only to find out some way whereby we may root out
the fear and distrust that darken our horizon to-day. The politics of a subject race
are largely based on fear and we have been too long under subjection to get rid of
them easily.
I was born a Hindu, but I do not know how far I am justified in calling myself
one or in speaking on behalf of Hindus. But birth still counts in this country and
by right of birth I shall venture to submit to the leaders of the Hindus that it should
be their privilege to take the lead in generosity. Generosity is not only good morals
but is often good politics and sound expediency. And it is inconceivable to me that
in a free India the Hindus can ever be poweiless. So far as I am concerned I would
gladly ask our Moslem and Sikh friends to take what they will without protest or
argument from me. I know that the time is coming soon when these labels and
appellations will have little meaning and when our struggle will be on an economic
basis, Meanwhile it matters little what our mutual arrangements are, provided only
tnat we do not build up barriers which will come in the way of our future progress.
all parties report to be put aside
The time has indeed already come when the All Parties Report has to be put
aside and we march forward unfettered to our goal. You will remember the
resolution of the last Congress which fixed a year of grace for the adoption
of the All Parties scheme. That year is nearly over and the natural issue of that
decision is for this Congress to declare in favour of independence and devise
sanctions to achieve it.
That year has not brought Dominion Status of the All Parties Constitution.
It has brought instead suffering and greater repression of our national and labour
movements and how many of our comrades are to-day forcibly kept away from us
by the alien power ! How many of them suffer exile in foreign countries and are
refused facilities to return to their Motherland t The army of occupation holds
our country in its iron grip and the whip of the master is ever ready to come
down on the best of us who dare to raise their heads. The answer to the Calcutta
resolution has been clear and definite
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- Recently there has been a seeming offer of peace.   The Viceroy has   stated on
bdxaif of the  British  Government that the leaders of Indian opinion will be invited
confer with the Government on the subject   of  India's future constitution.    The
means  well   and  his language was the language of peace.    But even the
*s  goodwill   and   courteous  phrases   are   poor substitutes for the hard facts
"' >nt us.
devious ways of british diplomacy
sufficient experience of the   devious ways of the British diplomacy to
rr«,_ ..«•_....*_.. ^£ British  Government made was vague and thete

